I Introduction

The importance of water to all forms of life is undisputable, yet half a billion people suffer from severe water shortages and nearly one billion people do not have access to safe drinking water. The availability of water is also a limiting factor for many industries, in particular agriculture. Balancing ecological and human requirements for water with the requirements of economic development raises many difficult environmental, social and legal issues.

To meet these challenges, many countries are undergoing systemic changes to the management of water resources and the provision of water services. These changes include the privatization of water services. While privatization can be a useful tool to make domestic water services more functional and efficient, it should take place as part of strategies for sustainable development and not be deemed an end in itself.

Despite concerns that privatization should not be approached as a one-size-fits-all solution, especially in the area of water services, international trade policy making continues to expand, promoting private sector involvement through progressive liberalization of trade in services. These two disparate areas, water management on the one hand and trade liberalization on the other, create unique legal and policy conflicts. In particular, some fear that the application of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) to water services and trends towards the privatization of water services will infringe on the human right to water.¹

This paper explores linkages between the GATS and domestic water policies.² Chapter 2 discusses recent trends in water management, briefly describing the legal and administrative models that have been adopted for managing water resources and supplying water services. Chapter 3 sets a stage for analysis in the remaining chapters by providing an overview of the GATS. Chapter 4 then looks at privatization, analyzing how the GATS and privatization intersect generally. Chapter 5 discusses problems and pitfalls with the GATS market access when applied to water services. Finally, chapter 6 addresses how GATS obligations may limit regulatory space for implementing universal service obligations (USOs) and providing subsidies.

II Responsible Water Management and Trends Towards Privatization

Historically, administrative responsibility for all aspects of water management has rested with public authorities at different levels of governance. This is because of the essential nature of water services, because they are often natural monopolies³ and because of the unique nature of water as a natural resource. Thus, the government has traditionally played multiple roles as natural resource manager, service provider and regulator. This combined responsibility carries a number of inherent conflicts. The necessarily economic nature of providing services often conflicts with a regulator or resource manager’s goal of protecting and preserving public goods such as water or ensuring that services are delivered to the poor or marginalized.

Water management has often focused on meeting the immediate needs of industry and agriculture. Historically, this has resulted in over-allocation of water resources for consumptive use, neglecting the needs of the environment. In recent decades, due to water shortages as well as a heightened understanding of water management practices, governments have begun to manage water resources with an eye towards sustainability, both for ecological protection as well as to ensure that marginalized segments of a society have access to clean water.

Despite trends towards sustainable water management, governments still face problems with inefficient management of
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public water services. As a response, many governments have made changes to their water policy to encourage private investment (including foreign), with the hopes of improving the efficiency of domestic water services. States have experimented with various models, including public-private partnerships (PPPs), outsourcing services but maintaining State ownership or full privatization of all aspects of water services.

Central to many of these models is the introduction of a corporate structure to the water service provider, with the government maintaining both ownership and ultimate control. This approach can overcome potential conflicts between the State’s roles as resource manager/service provider and regulator and can pave the way for greater competition and private sector involvement, ultimately including privatization.

Overall, governments have a variety of options and models for structuring the provision of water services besides the traditional State-owned and -operated utility. While most water services will inevitably be supplied by monopoly providers, many aspects of services could be supplied by independent, competing entities. This would provide opportunities for foreign, as well as local suppliers in a market traditionally dominated by government-owned and -operated monopolies. In theory, outsourcing can extend to any severable part of water service provision, including management, infrastructure construction and maintenance, customer service or billing. Another option for private sector involvement are financing arrangements through private equity participation. Finally, there are arrangements such as build operate transfer contracts (BOT) that combine both, financing and outsourcing aspects.

Private sector involvement in itself, however, is not the panacea it is widely thought to be. Since private companies are profit-driven, they may be reluctant to service the poorest (and least profitable) parts of a society. For water management to be effective in maintaining a balance between economic interests, human rights and environmental considerations, it is essential that the State maintain control of the pace and conditions of increasing private sector involvement. States should particularly focus on regulating the price of water, as well as maintaining the ability to put in place USOs and to subsidize water services.

It is not merely advisable but rather essential that States maintain regulatory capabilities such as implementing USOs and subsidies. Access to a reliable, clean water source for drinking and sanitation is a basic human right, which obligates States to progressively fulfill it. This means that individuals are legally entitled to the provision of water services, and that States must ensure this provision without allowing it to fall prey to the “whims of the marketplace” or to become a matter of “charity”. USOs and subsidies are regulatory tools to that effect.

A State’s ability to regulate privatized water services may be compromised by international trade rules, including those contained in the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). The GATS can reduce a government’s flexibility to implement water management policies – both in terms of the provision of water services to the poor as well as the management of water resources.

### III GATS: A Brief Overview

The GATS is an international agreement under the legal framework of the World Trade Organization (WTO), and it is the only multilateral framework to prescribe rules for international trade in services. The GATS aims to increase such trade by providing transparency in, and the progressive liberalization of, services markets. It essentially establishes a framework for WTO Members’ services providers to access services markets in other WTO-Member States by setting certain limits on how services provision can be regulated. Once undertaken, GATS rules and commitments are enforceable through the WTO dispute settlement system, which means national decision-making prerogatives may be subject to WTO authority.

The GATS’ coverage is broad, both in terms of the services covered and in what is considered “trade” in services. Regarding services covered, the GATS applies to trade in all services, including activities as diverse as financial services, telecommunications, health, water supply and sewage services. The agreement does not apply to services supplied “in the exercise of governmental authority”. However, the definition of what is supplied in the “exercise of governmental authority” is both narrow and ambiguous, and there are concerns that this exclusion may only save a limited number of governmental or other regulatory activities.

As regards the concept of “trade”, the GATS covers four so-called modes of supplying services. The GATS definition of “trade” not only includes traditional cross-border trade of services (mode 1), but also the movement of foreigners consuming services (mode 2), the provision of services through foreign direct investment (mode 3) and the movement of “natural persons” providing services (mode 4).

The GATS aims to liberalize trade in services by posing certain limits on “measures...affecting trade in services”. These measures include regulatory measures taken by federal, state and local administrations, as well as those taken by non-governmental bodies exercising delegated governmental authority. Member States must ensure that any
domestic measures that “affect trade in services” are consistent with the rules (or “disciplines”) under the GATS. These rules include general as well as specific obligations.

The GATS general obligations apply to all WTO Members, all of their service sectors and sub-sectors in all four modes of supply. The GATS general obligations include most favoured-nation treatment and transparency. The GATS specific obligations consist of market access and national treatment obligations. The market access provision prohibits Members from implementing quantitative restrictions or domestic ownership requirements on services, aiming to ensure market access for foreign service providers. The national treatment obligation prohibits governments from favoring domestic over foreign services, in effect, requiring that foreign service providers are treated - at least - similar to domestic ones.

As specific commitments, market access and national treatment apply only to those sectors, sub-sectors and modes of supply in which Members, on an individual basis, decide to be bound. In theory, this “bottom-up” approach grants flexibility to WTO Member States. Each Member defines its own services trade regime through its specific commitments, set out in its schedule of commitments. When making specific commitments, a country may include conditions or limitations, which restrict the application of the specific GATS rule in question. For example, a WTO Member can enter into national treatment commitments for transport services, but still retain its ability to provide subsidies to domestic service suppliers only. However, it is crucial that this “condition or limitation” is inscribed in the Member’s schedule.

Once a country commits itself to a specific service sector, it is effectively prevented from rescinding that commitment. While technically the GATS includes provisions allowing a party to withdraw a commitment, there are compensation requirements (in terms of granting market access in another area) attached to such a withdrawal and in practice this mechanism is unlikely to be used.

As part of the Doha Round of trade negotiations, WTO Members are currently negotiating to increase the number of their specific commitments. This will expand the application of the GATS specific obligations to more sectors and modes of supply. In that context, Members are also negotiating the elimination of many of the above described conditions and limitations.

By analyzing how such conditions can be used to preserve regulatory flexibility to ensure that water is provided to the poor and marginalized and preserved as a natural resource, this paper highlights the value of such conditions for current and future commitments.

IV Privatization and the GATS: A Multi-Faceted Relationship

1 Introduction

As stated above, there are concerns that the GATS, while aiming to promote growth and development by liberalizing trade in services, may have detrimental consequences for the provision of water to the poor. To a large extent, these concerns relate to the fear that the GATS may constrain a government’s ability to regulate privatized water services. Due to the effective irreversibility of GATS commitments, there is concern that Members could be “locked in” to any level of privatization they have undertaken, even if only on an experimental basis. Further, there is concern that changes in domestic policy-making, including increasing private sector involvement in a specific sector, may inadvertently subject service sectors or activities to GATS coverage, even though a Member originally intended to exclude such sectors or activities from GATS coverage by placing conditions on its specific commitment.

To further develop the content of these concerns and identify what is at stake, this chapter explores, first, how the GATS market access and national treatment provisions, as well as political and economic pressure, indirectly encourage privatization. Second, it examines how Members can add conditions and limitations to their specific commitments in order to carve out a certain role for the public sector. In that context, this chapter explores the nuances of such conditions by looking at the specific commitments of those Members that have added relevant conditions and limitations to their environmental services commitments. Finally, again looking at these same examples, the chapter examines how changes in Members’ domestic policies can in turn alter the range of services that are either covered or excluded from these Members’ GATS commitments.

2 The Intersection between Privatization and GATS: Legal, Political and Economic Considerations

Proponents of the GATS point out that nothing in the legal text of the agreement explicitly requires governments to privatize essential services. However, concerns should not be so easily dismissed. Rather, any analysis of the linkages between GATS and privatization should bear in mind two things: the nature of privatization as a broader concept, and the political and economic realities of GATS negotiations which make the GATS more than just a legal framework.
Privatization, in a narrow, legal sense, involves a change in the control and ownership of services from the public to the private sector. However, in many cases, privatization is also linked to the elimination of public monopolies and the introduction of competition through various forms of private sector participation. It is therefore important to look at how the GATS intersects with both, aspects related to changes in ownership of services as well as issues linked to the elimination of public monopolies, i.e. those linked to the number of services suppliers present in a given market.

At a first glance, the GATS appears to be neutral as to whether service providers are privately or publicly owned. The language of the general obligations does not make a distinction between public or private entities. When defining whether a service is “owned” by a Member, the GATS explicitly says that a service supplier could be public or private, indicating no preference. In addition, the GATS contains language that is commonly understood to allow “public monopolies.”

However, the GATS does contain provisions – notably in its specific obligations – which appear to favor privatization, or at least increasing private sector participation and ownership in the relevant economic activities or entities. For example, in terms of ownership, Art. XVI prohibits a Member from placing limits on foreign ownership or foreign investments in a service sector or sub-sector. While this obligation does not exclude public service providers, it does prohibit a governmental regulation requiring public ownership (including setting up a public monopoly) for any mode in any service sector or sub-sector to which it applies, as this would clearly limit foreign ownership. This provision also appears to rule out regulations limiting the participation of foreign investment, including private investment in privatized companies which were previously public.

Art. XVI also prohibits governments from requiring specific types of legal entities or joint ventures for the supply of a service. Again, this provision may limit a Member’s ability either to require public ownership of services providers or to take a staggered approach to privatizing its water market. Instead of a government being able to require a certain percentage of public ownership or joint ventures, or to limit foreign investment throughout the course of a privatization process, a Member may be forced simply to open up a sector to private interests.

In addition to constraining a government’s ability to impose various legal and financial requirements as regards public ownership of service providers, the GATS also contains obligations concerning limitations on the number of service suppliers in a sector. In many instances, privatization, i.e. change of ownership goes hand in hand with the elimination of a public monopoly. Along these lines, Art. XVI restricts Members from adopting a “limitation on the number of services suppliers whether in the form of numerical quotas, monopolies, exclusive services suppliers or the requirement of an economic needs test.” This provision explicitly requires the elimination of monopolies, whether public or private.

Proponents of the GATS would argue that – despite these inter-linkages – the GATS does not encourage – even less force – privatization because Members are free to select, reject or condition specific commitments as they choose. However, the political realities of trade negotiations paint a different picture. In light of the heavy-handed politics involved in services negotiations, new concerns emerge about privatization of services. For example, it is widely acknowledged that the flexibility allegedly built into the adoption of specific commitments is merely theoretical and that Members, specifically developing countries, are pressured to accept commitments.

In addition to the political climate, there are also economic realities that effectively limit the role of the public sector. For example, in many countries it is common practice to cross-subsidize public services. Again, while the GATS does not, strictly speaking, rule out non-discriminatory cross-subsidization, the economic implications of increasing private sector participation effectively limit a government’s ability to cross-subsidize. Private entities are usually attracted to the most profitable segments of markets, leaving other segments un-served. At the same time, since private rather than public entities are receiving the revenues, the public is left empty-handed and unable to ensure full coverage.

Since the GATS does not explicitly mention privatization, it is difficult to determine the legal relationship between privatization and GATS. While, in sectors going beyond water there is substantial evidence to suggest that the GATS encourages privatization, the debate is highly polarized and emotionally charged on both sides. At this point, the debate should move beyond this stage and – along the lines of this paper – embark upon a genuine exploration of the legal and practical relationship between GATS and privatization.

3 Specific Commitments: How WTO Members Carve Out a Role for the Public Sector

Despite the murkiness of the linkages between GATS and privatization, the GATS framework leaves Members a degree of freedom to determine public or private provision, or to otherwise regulate private water services provision. While Members cannot opt out of GATS general obligations, a Member can still reserve certain regulatory capaci-
ty by limiting the scope of its specific commitments. This is generally done by “carving out” those service sectors and sub-sectors which Members want to reserve for public or quasi-public management. While the following analysis is based on Members’ existing environmental services commitments, it may prove instructive for potential future commitments in water services.

The schedules examined in this analysis are the ones of those Members that have added conditions and limitations to their environmental services commitments. The relevant questions are: what types of conditions have Members attached to their specific commitments in order to carve out all or part of public sector provision, and how effective are these carve outs?

The US and Estonia, for example, two very different countries and economies, adopt a similar approach towards limiting the scope of their commitments. Both schedules contain a clarification in the first column of the services schedule listing the sector in question, which adds “contracted by private industry”. This suggests the decisive aspect of whether a service is covered by a commitment is whether or not the consumer of the service is private industry, as opposed to the public sector or private individuals for personal consumption.

The EC schedule, in its horizontal limitations, specifically allows regulators to use certain tools for “services considered as public utilities at a national or local level”. In an explanatory footnote it adds that “[p]ublic utilities exist in sectors such as related scientific and technical consulting services, R&D services on social sciences and humanities, technical testing and analysis services, environmental services, health services, transport services and services auxiliary to all modes of transport”. In contrast, the Nordic/Swiss approach excludes the “public works function whether owned and operated by municipalities, State or federal governments or contracted out by these governments”.

In assessing how effectively the EC and Nordic/Swiss approaches carve out space for regulatory activities, two key ambiguities must be addressed: what types of services activities are considered public service, and does the notion of “public services”, “public works function” or “public utility”, as used and defined by different Members in their specific commitments, differ from that of “services provided in governmental authority”, as mentioned in GATS Art. I. 3 (c)?

In terms of services activities, the EC schedule refers to “services considered as public utilities” (emphasis added). An explanatory footnote contains a list of services sectors in which public utilities exist. The language of Europe’s condition, “services considered public utilities” indicates that it reserves the right to define, ad hoc, what services are considered public utilities. This “self-defining” interpretation grants considerable flexibility to the EC to define and alter what services are considered public utilities according to its social priorities. The fact that the list in the footnote is “indicative” means that services not currently listed could be “considered” as public utilities in the future.

The situation is different in the Nordic/Swiss approach. While this approach also seems to grant flexibility, much depends on how the term “public service function” or “public works functions” are interpreted. Since neither the Swiss nor the Nordic commitments contain a specific list of services, this approach could potentially be more easily constrained by an unfavorable interpretation than could the European approach.

What seems to be clear however, is that the word “public” as being used in connection with notion “public service/work function” in the Nordic/Swiss schedule does not imply “public” ownership. Rather, the word “public” appears to indicate the essential nature the service in question has for the general public. The same appears to be the case for the EC schedule, when it uses the term “public utility”. While today, the notion public utility is broader, covering more than merely publicly owned entities, what really matters in the European context is whether or not a service is considered a public utility.

Thus, this analysis suggests that Members have realized the highly ambiguous and therefore limited nature of the Art. I “public services exclusion”. The above mentioned conditions and limitations some Members have included in their schedules are clearly a response to this need to carve out parts of the public sector to preserve regulatory power. However, due to the ambiguous nature of the exercise, it is not clear that the schedules are wholly adequate.

4 Increasing Private Sector Participation: How Can Members Set Conditions Up Front to Manage Change Over Time?

The previous chapter has described how Members – by adding conditions to their specific commitments – can carve out certain services areas for public provision and regulation. Yet, Members still need to take into consideration how those range of conditioned, and consequently carved out services activities could be affected by increased private participation that is occurring after the country has entered into its specific commitment.

To date, many economies experience increasing private sector participation in the provision of essential services. This
trend originates from changes in domestic policy, either induced internally or through mandates from outside sources such as international financial institutions (IFIs). Among the many ways increasing private sector participation comes about, contracting out services or increasing private equity participation are two prominent options. When defining their public sector carve outs, WTO Members should consider how the scope of these carve outs would be affected by increasing private sector participation in water services. This depends, among other things, on the content of the condition and on the way that private sector participation is introduced.

The previous sub-chapter has described various ways how Members can carve out public sector involvement through their schedules. The US/Estonian approach singles out the nature of the service consumer. The Nordic/Swiss schedules explicitly exclude “public services functions” and “public works functions” from their GATS commitments. The EC schedule states that any service supplier, public or private, providing services “considered as public utilities” may be granted exclusive rights, GATS notwithstanding. Similarly, there are various ways for increasing private sector involvement. One way is by contracting out whole services or part of a service, such as management or billing. The US/Estonian approach states that only those services “contracted by private industry” are covered by the GATS. This means that only service provisions for consumption by private industrial users would be covered by the US/Estonian GATS commitment. In this case, it would be irrelevant how much of the service is contracted out to the private sector as long as the service is consumed by non-industrial or public consumers. The US/Estonian approach not only grants considerable flexibility to regulate public services but also ensures that, in the future, when considering contracting out as a means to increase private participation, the government is free to tailor the level of private sector participation to meet its needs without having to acquiesce to GATS commitments.

The Nordic/Swiss schedules explicitly exclude “public services/works functions” from the relevant GATS commitments – whether those services are State run “or contracted-out by these governments.” This system is as effective as the US/Estonian approach in ensuring that contracted-out services do not automatically fall under a country’s GATS commitments. However, again, since neither the Swiss nor the Nordic schedules offers a definition of “public services/works functions”, some part of a service sector intended to be carved out may end up falling under GATS commitments.

The language of the European schedule, that “services considered public utilities may be subject to exclusive rights granted to private operators”, allows for flexibility to define which services are “public utilities” and consequently benefit from more regulatory space. While this is not as effective a system as the US/Estonian or Nordic/Swiss schedules, the European system – by stating that such “public utilities” can be subject to exclusive rights – at least ensures that public services, even if contracted out to private providers, would not be subject to full market access and national treatment commitments.

Another way of increasing private sector participation is through (public or private) foreign equity participation in the service provider. In all of the schedules we have thus far analyzed, a key factor in determining whether a service provider is subject to GATS commitments is whether the service provider or the consumer of the service is the private sector. According to GATS Art. XXVIII, a service is considered privately owned if 50% or more of the equity interest is privately owned.

The US/Estonian schedules emphasize the nature of the service consumer, not the provider. The only questions relevant to whether the service is covered by GATS commitments is whether the consumer is private and whether the consumer is industrial. There is nothing indicating that private investment in the service provider would subject the service to GATS. Change of ownership of a public company providing services to the poor doesn’t seem to affect whether a certain arrangement falls under the scope of the commitment. This scheduling grants the Member substantial flexibility to use private sector investment in services.

The Nordic/Swiss schedules specifically exempt all “public services/works functions”, whether they are owned and operated by regional or national governments or contracted out by these governments to the private sector. This condition allows a public service provider or the regulator to contract out parts of the service to the private sector without subjecting the sector to GATS commitments. While the phrase “public services/works function” seems to suggest that the word “public” does not necessarily imply public ownership of the service provider (but rather the essential nature of the service in question for the general public) one could also argue that the exemption only applies if the service provider is owned by the public. In that case, if more than 50% of the service provider were to be acquired, through private foreign equity participation by the private sector, the condition would no longer apply and the service provider would be fully covered by GATS commitments. In that case, the decisive aspect would appear to be the 50% or majority ownership of shares.
Also the European schedule does not specifically mention public or private ownership. Europe reserves the right in its horizontal commitments to grant public monopolies or exclusive rights to services “considered as public utilities.”61 As stated above, the word “considered” indicates that Europe reserves the right to define “public utility” for the purposes of its horizontal condition.62 Therefore, regardless of what percentage of the service provider is owned by the private sector, as long as the service is something that is considered a “public utility”, the GATS does not apply. In addition, if the service provider experienced an increase in private sector involvement, through mergers of stock sales for instance, it would still fall outside the GATS commitments as long as the service it provides continues to be regarded as a “public utility.”

When Members are designing specific commitments, they should consider the dynamic aspects of private sector involvement. This is especially important for developing countries, which, to a large extent, will make choices about levels of privatization based not only upon internal policy but also IFI requirements. Finally, the fact that GATS commitments are extremely difficult to change means it is critical that Members are careful in drafting them.63

5 Conclusions

Despite the fact that the legal text of the GATS does not specifically mention privatization, there is strong evidence that the GATS does encourage private sector involvement of traditionally public services. The GATS contains many obligations relating to policies that are relevant for privatization processes. However, the exact boundaries of this relationship, or the depths to which it goes, are still unclear.

A clear understanding of how GATS relates to privatization and the private sector is especially important in terms of drafting specific commitments. Members have attempted to carve out public services – and thereby preserve a role for the public – in various ways. The myriad of approaches, as well as the ambiguities and uncertainties associated with each one, indicate the complexity of doing that. At this point, it remains to be seen how WTO panels or the Appellate Body – in a dispute settlement proceeding – will address questions of defining the various concepts of “public services” either as used in individual Member’s schedules or as used in Art. I.3 more generally.

There are also important interdependencies between domestic policy choices and the scope of GATS commitments. It is important for negotiators and services trade policy makers to realize that changes in the domestic economic environment may affect the scope of their country’s GATS commitments. This is especially relevant considering that many countries will undergo domestic policy changes involving contracting out to the private sector or increasing foreign equity participation in domestic public services.

For developing countries, the interdependencies between GATS and domestic water policies is particularly important since developing countries frequently do not undertake policy changes, such as increasing private sector involvement, in a truly autonomous manner. Instead, changes in developing countries’ domestic policy regimes are usually conditions in a World Bank or International Monetary Fund (IMF) financial arrangement. Having implemented these policy changes, developing countries might suddenly find that new private sector involvement has broadened the scope of their GATS commitments. To date, developing countries – when determining commitments in current WTO services negotiations or in their WTO accession negotiations – have given even less consideration to the interdependencies between GATS and privatization policies.

In any case, flexibility is important. Privatization has many pitfalls and is not a clear solution to every problem. In cases where privatization fails to solve problems for which it was implemented, governments must revert to public sector provision of services, which could potentially put them at risk of violating their GATS market access or national treatment obligations. If a certain degree of private sector involvement automatically renders the GATS applicable to the service in question, it may deprive governments of the ability to put in place much needed regulations. Governments may also find it harder to revert to mandatory public sector provision for the sector in question where privatization has failed.

Since changing GATS commitments is extremely difficult politically, economically and administratively, trade policymakers should carefully develop their commitments, particularly in sectors which may be prone to domestic policy changes in the future.

V Unfettered Market Access: Promises and Pitfalls of the GATS Market Access Obligation

1 Introduction

GATS-driven increases in private sector involvement in services are particularly problematic in areas where the poor or marginalized are geographically isolated. Since private service providers are likely to neglect this segment of a society for better profits elsewhere, the progressive realization of the human right to water is at risk. In terms of GATS, there are fears that market access commitments may give unfettered access to water services to foreign private suppliers and constrain a governments’ ability to regulate once privatization has taken place. These concerns not only relate
to a government’s ability to set up monopolies in more general, but also a government’s ability to determine the specific boundaries of a monopoly.

Even if one brackets this concern, there is a great deal of uncertainty as to what market access means in services sectors, where the service is a natural monopoly. Since water services, such as sewage services, are often natural monopolies, the question of how the GATS rules, and especially its market access provision, apply to natural monopolies is particularly relevant.

Market access is laid out in GATS Art. XVI:

In sectors where market-access commitments are undertaken, the measures which a Member shall not maintain or adopt either on the basis of a regional subdivision or on the basis of its entire territory, unless otherwise specified in its Schedule, are defined as:

a) limitations on the number of service suppliers whether in the form of numerical quotas, monopolies, exclusive service suppliers or the requirements of an economic needs test;

b) limitations on the total number of service operations or on the total quantity of service output expressed in terms of designated numerical units in the form of quotas or the requirement of an economic needs test;

c) measures which restrict or require specific types of legal entity or joint venture through which a service supplier may supply a service; and

d) limitations on the participation of foreign capital in terms of maximum percentage limit on foreign shareholding or the total value of individual or aggregate foreign investment.

This chapter discusses potential problems in defining and enforcing market access in water service sectors that are prone to natural monopoly situations. It also looks at how well the GATS framework preserves a government’s ability to define geographic or other boundaries for service providers.

2 Natural Monopolies: What is the Role of the GATS Market Access Obligation?

The potential for, or existence of, natural monopolies can make negotiating market access a dubious and unreliable proposition. While there has been much controversy surrounding the EC’s recent request for market access in the water provision sector how the GATS market access provision applies to natural monopolies has not yet been thoroughly defined. This question of definition is highly relevant, not only for those concerned about market access (private service providers), but also for those concerned about provision of water (civil society).

A natural monopoly occurs when the economic/technological specificities of a particular sector impose a quantitative limitation on the number of service suppliers in a given market. This quantitative limitation arises from economic conditions rather than governmental regulation. Natural monopolies frequently occur in “network services”, such as railroads or highway management, where geographic and practical limitations create situations where it is only economically feasible to have a limited number of service providers. Since water services, much like railroads, depend on an expensive infrastructure (in this case, pipe systems), and since more than one infrastructure is usually not economically feasible to service a population, natural monopolies in water services are common.

An additional factor unique to water provision is that consumer choice and health concerns mandate that water for drinking and sanitation be clean and reliable. This demand requires high standards for reliability and accountability for service providers. In most situations, since mixing water from different sources in one pipe makes accountability and responsibility problematic, one service supplier is more desirable than many.

While water corporations are pushing for more market access commitments in water sectors, it remains largely unexplored how exactly the GATS market access provision relates to limits imposed not by governmental regulation but by economic conditions (i.e. natural monopolies). In essence, the GATS market access provision aims to eliminate certain quantitative and other barriers to trade in services. However, in the case of water services, there are factors limiting market access that go beyond governmental regulations, and which are targeted by the GATS market access mandates. Even if governments do not impose any limitations on market access to water provision, economic limitations may make market access difficult nonetheless. Effectively, the high cost of building new piping systems may mean it is virtually impossible to enter a market that is served by an existing supplier. Therefore, exactly what benefits foreign service suppliers will receive from market access commitments remains a question.

One possible answer lies in the fact that, despite extenuating economic factors, a natural monopoly will most likely still involve governmental concessions or licenses. So, the GATS market access provision could influence the way
service suppliers obtain concessions or licenses. For instance, a market access commitment could mandate that foreign service providers be allowed to participate in the bidding process for concession contracts. Another way the GATS market access provision becomes relevant is through the sub-headings of Art. XVI that were discussed in the privatization section. The obligation not to place limits on foreign equity participation or to require specific legal entities, such as joint venture operations, are cases in point.

While neither grants new market access in the strict sense, both are relevant in terms of eliminating barriers to economic activities for service providers.

This illustrates that, while GATS tries to give service providers – both foreign and domestic – guarantees to market access, extenuating circumstances such as natural monopolies still limit market access with no remedy found in the text of the GATS. In light of the fact that the GATS market access provision not only fails to provide what it promises, but also creates unnecessary complications negotiators should step back from the negotiating process and seriously examine whether applying GATS to such a complex regulating regime as water services is at all feasible and useful.

3 Governmentally Regulated Monopolies: Does Market Access Interfere With Using Monopolies as a Regulatory Tool?

There are several ways in which the GATS market access provision constrains domestic prerogatives, specifically regulators may wish to resorting to the tool of governmentally regulated monopolies. For example, the GATS may affect a government’s ability to define the geographical boundary in which to operate a monopoly. The ability to define geographical boundaries in monopolies is important for market differentiation purposes. It allows a government to define boundaries not just along political lines but along social, economic or need-based lines as well. For instance, in Accra, Ghana, there have been movements to segregate the more profitable urban parts of the city from the less profitable outlaying parts of the city. In other instances it may be useful to combine more and less profitable geographical areas in one concession, with the goal of allowing the private supplier to offset losses with revenues. However, it remains unclear how this kind of geographic segregation relates to two of the GATS’ main obligations, Art. I and Art. XVII.

The GATS market access provision, Art. XVII, states that “a Member shall not maintain or adopt either on the basis of a regional subdivision or on the basis of its entire territory, unless otherwise specified in its Schedule...(a) limitations on the number of services suppliers whether in the form or numerical quotas, monopolies, exclusive service suppliers….” (emphasis added). This could be interpreted as confirmation that, should a Member choose, it could operate either a regionally based monopoly or national monopoly, so long as it first named this condition in its schedule. The language used in Art XVI also suggests that the GATS allows a Member to define geographical boundaries along social, economic or need-based lines.

However, when read in conjunction with Art. I, Art. XVI appears to grant less flexibility. Art. I defines the “scope and definition” of the services agreement by specifying that the measures it covers are those taken by “central, regional or local governments…” or “non-governmental bodies in the exercise of powers delegated by central, regional, or local governments or authorities”. This could be interpreted to suggest that a Member – when setting up a monopoly, i.e. utilizing a “measure” – must define regional subdivisions along these central, regional or local governmental lines, conforming both, as regards the deciding entity as well as the geographical region with the administrative or political structure of the country in question. However, from an economic or social perspective, it may be useful to organize water management and water provision along market lines instead of administrative or political lines (either to join densely populated areas with disperse populations or to divide them). Each of these subdivisions could incorporate parts of multiple administrative or political regions. It is not clear whether these areas would be considered geographical subdivisions according to Art. XVI, specifically, because it is unclear whether the definition in Art. XVI would have to correspond to central, regional, or local governments and authorities as mentioned in Art. I.

Several items suggest the more flexible reading of the GATS in terms of geographical divisions. First, a possible disconnect between Art. XVI and Art. I can be resolved if one considers that they deal with two different issues and, therefore, may be interpreted in terms of one another only to a limited degree. Art. I deals with the scope of the GATS and, in that context, lists the entities whose actions are considered “measures affecting trade in services”. Therefore, the list in Art. I should only apply to those entities which can issue “measures” as defined in the GATS: measures that have to correspond to their regulatory prerogatives, not only in terms of content but also in terms of scope of application. On the other hand, the term “regional subdivisions”, as defined in Art. XVII, deals with market segregation, the content of the market access obligation. While the measure of course will have to be legitimate in terms of falling – both in content and geographical scope – under the entity issuing it, it cannot be constrained to the geographical subdivisions set out in Art. I. Rather the types of geographical or other
subdivisions are meant to be defined by a Member in its schedule.

Second, Art. VIII on “monopolies and exclusive services suppliers” refers to “the supply of a monopoly service in the relevant market” (emphasis added). Given that markets can exist in terms of services sectors, consumers and geography, it is likely that a condition allowing a government to maintain monopolies for a particular service will also allow monopolies at any chosen regional level or any other geographical subdivision, including those based upon economic, social or needs-based considerations.

Third, and perhaps most compelling, is para 2 of Art. VIII, which states that:

Where a Member’s monopoly supplier competes, either directly or through an affiliated company, in the supply of a service outside the scope of its monopoly rights and which is subject to that Member’s specific commitments, the Member shall ensure that such a supplier does not abuse its monopoly position to act in its territory in a manner inconsistent with such commitments.78

This part of Art. VIII deals specifically with abuse of monopoly positions and presents a pragmatic approach to geographical boundaries for monopolies. Specifically, this provision could be read to suggest that as long as a Member does not allow a monopoly to reach beyond its defined boundary and abuse its monopoly positions by interfering with other open markets elsewhere, then whatever boundary the Member defines for the monopoly is acceptable under the GATS. This interpretation protects those areas of the market which are open to competition but also ensures that a Member can provide water services to the most needy members of a society through establishing monopolies.

The above analysis suggests that despite the relationship between Art. I and Art. XVI, it seems probable that Members can define geographic boundaries for monopolies beyond the limited scope of Art. I. This interpretation is also promising because it is consistent with the GATS’ dual goal of “liberalization of trade in services” and “recognizing the right of Members to regulate”.79 This is specifically evident for the reading of Art. VIII, which seems only to prohibit monopoly boundaries in situations where abuse of monopolies hurts competition in areas where – according to the country’s market access commitments – competition is supposed to take place.

However, this reading does not eliminate all ambiguities and is far from broadly accepted. Thus, before WTO Members enter into further-reaching market access commitments, they should aim to achieve clarity about the content of the obligation, specifically about the constraints it may place upon their ability to design and regulate various monopoly markets.

4 Conclusions

There are concerns about the application of the GATS market access rules to water services, specifically, in light of the fact that access to clean water for sanitation and drinking is considered a basic human right. However, applying the GATS market access provision to water services is also problematic for other reasons.

First, water services are frequently natural monopolies, which in turn raises the question of whether GATS Art. XVI commitments would really have any affect, since conditions other than governmental regulation create the monopolies. Applying the GATS market access provisions to natural monopolies may not have the same market opening effect as applying the market access provision to other services sectors - while creating considerable constraints for regulatory prerogatives.

Second, the GATS market access provision is not only problematic for natural monopolies, but also for situations where Members choose to impose artificial monopolies. Specifically, there are fears that an Art. XVI commitment, when read in conjunction with Art. I, may constrain a regulator’s ability to define and segregate markets along economic, social or needs-based criteria. While some interpretations suggest that Members can define the geographical boundaries of those monopolies based on any considerations they deem appropriate, lack of legal security means that Members should proceed cautiously when negotiating further commitments.

VI Access to Water for the Poor: Protecting Regulatory Prerogatives By Conditioning Specific Commitments

1 Introduction

Among the many concerns civil society groups raise with respect to the GATS and the provision of water are concerns that the GATS will constrain the very policies necessary to ensure that water is provided to the poor. Two of the regulatory tools governments can use to ensure water provision for the poor are imposing universal service obligations (USOs) on private providers or directly subsidizing service providers.82 This chapter explores how WTO Members have addressed similar concerns in their existing environmental services commitments.83
The private sector is likely to be most interested in those service sectors and segments of markets that are profitable. Consequently, private sector participation may not improve access to water for all of society. In order to ensure that private service providers still service the poorest and least profitable parts of a society, a State may want to make USOs an integral part of its contractual arrangement with the private service providers. USOs are requirements imposed on the service provider by the State. They usually involve an agreement to expand service delivery to certain previously un-served areas, or to provide the service at an affordable price. In very impoverished or marginalized areas, “affordable” can mean that the service provider has to provide the service below their cost.

A State must define what it considers a “universal service” and determine how it will design and implement obligations to perform these services. To effectively use USOs as a means of ensuring services to the poor, a State must have maximum freedom to do both.

There are concerns that WTO Members’ ability to establish USOs could be constrained by GATS if Members do not carefully formulate conditions and limitations before signing onto specific commitments. For example, a Member may decide not to apply USOs to all service providers in a sector but only to new service providers. New entrants are most likely those services, that enter markets with the primary goal to make profits, rather than to pursue broad public policy objectives. Given that, in many cases, these new entrants would be foreign private providers, a USO targeting such new entrants, could be found to be discriminatory and consequently prohibited under GATS national treatment requirements.

Some WTO Members appear to have recognized these potential problems surrounding their ability to apply USOs once they have entered into full market access and national treatment commitments. In order to retain the ability to do so, they have placed conditions and limitations on their commitments, with varying degrees of apparent effectiveness.

The European schedule, for example, reserves the right to subject certain services considered as public utilities “...to exclusive rights granted to private operators.” An explanatory footnote specifies that “[e]xclusive rights on such services are often granted to private operators, for instance operators with concessions from public authorities, subject to specific service obligations.” This schedule seems to allow the use of USOs, yet it does not provide a definition for “universal service” or for “exclusive service contract”. Most likely, the European condition, with its reference to “specific service obligations”, does not limit the nature of these obligations and would therefore allow all types of USOs. Europe’s ability to impose USOs could be hindered, however, if the USOs or their implementation were to exhibit discriminatory effects. Privatization of public services usually involves a private foreign entity wanting access to the profitable part of a domestic market. If Europe were to impose a facially neutral USO on all new water service providers, it could amount to a de facto violation of national treatment obligations, since it would only apply to foreign service providers. Again however, the European schedule appears to grant leeway, as the condition it contains applies to both the market access and the national treatment obligation.

Unlike the European approach, the Nordic/Swiss approach does not explicitly state what type of regulatory action is allowed for public utilities. Instead, it excludes the “public work function” aspects of services from the commitments as such, even if the services are contracted out. This approach is simpler and overall appears to grant more flexibility for governmental regulatory prerogatives. Once the threshold question of what is included in the term “public service/works function” is passed, none of the GATS specific commitments apply to regulatory action undertaken in that field. That suggests that any measures taken to require USOs are permitted, as long as they do not violate the GATS general obligations.

The US/Estonian schedules explicitly limit the application of national treatment and market access to “services contracted by private industry”. Assuming that the US/Estonian commitment only covers private industry consumption of...
services, the US or Estonia would be able to put in place USOs, even if discriminatory, as long as the purpose of the USOs is not to facilitate private industry, but rather to facilitate private individual consumption of water services.\textsuperscript{94}

Imposing USOs is a useful way for regulators to ensure that water is provided to even the poorest segments of a population while still allowing privatization in more lucrative segments. More significantly, the imposition of USOs could be a significant means of WTO Members meeting their obligations under international human rights law in relation to the principle of non-discrimination.\textsuperscript{95} However, WTO Members must be sure to design their specific commitments so that they retain the ability to define universal services and to determine how to apply USOs.

### 3 Providing Subsidies: Is Carving Out Regulatory Space Through Conditions on Specific Commitments Enough?

Along with USOs, subsidies are an important tool for ensuring affordable water services to all segments of a community. For instance, a State may choose to subsidize water services to poor areas because that segment of the market is unprofitable and otherwise would not be serviced at all. However, providing subsidies can be difficult for governments, either because they lack the capital or revenue to do so, or because they are constrained by international legal obligations such as those of the GATS agreements. In terms of GATS, certain subsidies could be found to constitute anti-competitive behavior or violations of national treatment provisions.

If a State subsidizes providers servicing poor areas which would otherwise have trouble attracting service providers (and indeed are only serviced by subsidized public service providers), anti-competitive behavior may not be a problem since the very fact that there is no competition for the specific area necessitated the subsidies in the first place.\textsuperscript{96} However, a State may still run afoul of Art. XVII national treatment provisions, which require a Member to treat all foreign and national service providers equally within a specific sector, regardless of whether they are only servicing a profitable part of the market.\textsuperscript{97} Thus, Members may wish to consider conditions or limitations for their national treatment commitments.

Many Members have done so, addressing subsidies in their horizontal conditions to the national treatment commitments.\textsuperscript{98} Both the European and Bulgarian horizontal limitations, for example, state that “[t]he supply of a service, or its subsidization, within the public sector is not in breach of this commitment”.\textsuperscript{99} Such a commitment would clearly allow a government to subsidize public provision of the service. However, would the subsidy still be allowed if, for instance, the public sector out-sources certain aspects of the services to the private sector, thereby removing the sector from being “within the public sector”?\textsuperscript{100}

This question does not matter so much for the Nordic/Swiss approach, which altogether excludes the “public service/works function” of certain services, even if contracted out to private providers.

Similarly, the US/Estonian schedule. Assuming the interpretation which implies that only private industry consumption is covered by the commitment, then public provision of services to the general public or citizens for private consumption would be excluded from the commitment. Given that the market segment of private consumption for non-industrial use may be the segment most in need of subsidization, it appears that the US/Estonian approach preserves adequate regulatory freedom for subsidies in this area.\textsuperscript{101}

Finally, another question arises when a government provides investment incentives to attract investment in a poorly developed water sector. Would such investment incentives be considered subsidies, and therefore – if more favorable to domestic investors – be considered a national treatment violation? Again, to date there are no clear answers to these questions.

In any case, many of these issues remain open and undetermined, and Members may wish to carefully design and double check their commitments and limitations as regards subsidies. An issue underlying all subsidies issues in the GATS is that, to date, subsidies are only prohibited in so far as they constitute anti-competitive behavior or a national treatment violation. If they are trade distortive, but not discriminatory and not-anti competitive, they are not covered by any existing trade rules. WTO Members are, however, negotiating rules for trade distortive subsidies.\textsuperscript{102} It is important that any eventual rules will not further constrain governments’ abilities to provide subsidies to ensure the provision of services to the poor and those in need.

### 4 Conclusions

The potential of the GATS to constrain governments’ abilities to effectively impose USOs and provide subsidies are among the key concerns civil society groups have voiced with respect to the GATS. The previous analysis describes different ways WTO Members have designed – and thereby limited – their GATS commitments, with the view to preserving a degree of regulatory flexibility. The fact that some WTO Members have gone to great length to include such conditions and limitations in their commitments suggests that at least those WTO Members share some of the con-
cerns civil society has been voicing in terms of how the GATS affects the provision and regulation of public services.

In addition, the conditions reviewed in this chapter may provide valuable models for Members when negotiating future commitments, especially in sensitive sectors such as the provision of water. In cases where a Member decides to proceed in accepting water commitments, examining how other countries have conditioned related commitments in the past could offer instruction on how to effectively protect regulatory flexibility, including the flexibility needed for current and future privatization in service sectors.

Nevertheless, conditioned and carefully designed GATS commitments are no guarantee that private sector water provision will result in progressive fulfillment of the human right to water. While carefully drafted GATS commitments may allow flexibility for regulatory flanking policies they do not ensure that regulators take the right complementary action, necessary to ensure that water is provided to the poor.102

Another key element is the nature and content of the legal relationship between the government/regulator and the private service provider. Clearly, governments need as much regulatory space as possible to negotiate the type of service contracts that best suit the needs of their particular social and economic situation. Careful scheduling of GATS commitments can help preserve that space. In the cases examined here, the EC schedule makes a specific reference to this contractual relationship (the “exclusive service contract”), and thereby carves out a certain degree of flexibility for the negotiation of such arrangements. However, while there is increasing analysis on the effects of the GATS on the provision of water to the poor, to date, there is only limited analysis on how the nature of contractual arrangements with private service providers either contributes to or impedes progress toward this goal.

VII Final Observations

Globally, governments are seeking new solutions to ever-mounting water problems: both in terms of threats to natural water reserves as well as the difficulties of providing safe, accessible and affordable water services to growing populations. Governments are increasingly choosing to solve these problems through greater private sector involvement in the provision of water services. Since access to water for drinking and sanitation is considered a basic human right, more than ever, it is essential that governments maintain the appropriate regulatory powers to ensure continued provision of this essential service to all, most especially the poor.

The GATS increases the momentum towards the liberalization of water services. Some are concerned that the GATS in effect drives privatization processes. However, civil society is also concerned that the GATS may impair governments’ abilities to provide the increased level of regulation necessary in an open, privatized market. Specifically, there are concerns that the GATS may constrain flexibility when implementing monopolies or prevent the imposition of USOs and subsidization of services.

The extent to which the GATS impacts a country’s policy choices depends significantly upon the way the country phrases its specific GATS commitments. While no country has yet made commitments in terms of water services, reviews of specific commitments made to date in the environmental services sector show that WTO Members have taken a range of approaches to placing limitations on these commitments.

These approaches range from placing horizontal limitations on all services or all environmental services, to specifically conditioning access to particular sectors and sub-sectors. Many countries have included safeguards for continued public sector involvement by excluding “public utilities”, “public services” or “public works functions” from the scope of their GATS market access and national treatment commitments. Governments have included these conditions notwithstanding GATS Art. I.3. (b), an express exemption for services supplied in the exercise of governmental authority. Many countries have also conditioned their commitments to ensure they will continue to be able to subsidize services. This display of awareness suggests that similar conditions might be placed on the opening of water service markets, if commitments will be undertaken in that sector at all.

Pro-GATS groups argue that the conditions placed on existing services commitments demonstrate that the bottom-up approach works, and that the framework provides adequate flexibility to address any concerns that an individual government may have. However, the need for limitations across the board, where public utilities are involved, suggests a fundamental flaw in the structure of the GATS as it applies to essential services and the types of obligations it places upon governments.

From this review, it seems clear that governments share many of the concerns of civil society in terms of how GATS affects the provision and regulation of public services, including implementing USOs. The various approaches
adopted by WTO Members to conditioning market access all aim (so it would seem) to achieve the same end, regulatory flexibility. However, the varying nature of these approaches creates ambiguity in terms of what exactly the parties intended, which creates potential for disputes. In the case of a dispute, a WTO panel or AB ruling would ultimately interpret a commitment, rather than the Member itself who crafted the commitment. Even in the absence of ambiguity, a real risk remains that Members, particularly developing countries, will make commitments without knowing the long-term consequences or simply as a result of political or economic pressure exerted in negotiations. Injecting further speed into the negotiating process would provide additional challenges to developing countries.

As stated above, privatization of basic public services is a great concern of civil society. While negotiators have addressed issues that stem from privatization, such as the loss of regulatory flexibility, no one has yet addressed privatization and the GATS encouragement of privatization directly as such. The reason negotiators have not addressed privatization head on in specific commitments may not have to do so much with the fact that they are out of tune with their constituencies but rather that the GATS process in general is in-conducive to attempts to reduce privatization of basic public services.

Ideally, water services should not be covered by either specific or general GATS disciplines. Governments should be free to involve the private sector in water services secure in the knowledge that they have every possible regulatory tool at their disposal.
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**GATS. pmbl.**

Civil society’s concerns about the GATS as more than a purely legal framework need to be addressed not only in terms of privatization but in general as well.

*See Cossy supra* note 4.

**GATS. Part II.**

GATS Art. XXVIII (n) states that “a juridical person is: (i) ‘owned’ by persons of a Member if more than 50 per cent of the equity interest in it is beneficially owned by persons of that Member,” “Juridical Person” is defined in Art. XXVII (l) as “privately-owned or governmentally-owned”.

*GATS. Art. VIII.* For a discussion of these aspects, see also Cossy, *supra* note 4.

*GATS, Art. XVI, 2 (f).*

Frequently, however, governments may wish to resort to such regulations not because of economic rationale but rather to respond to the general feeling of the public to not sell off state companies to foreigners.

*GATS, Art. XVI, 2 (e).*

*GATS, Art. XVI, 2 (a).*
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There are many definitions of cross-subsidies. For the purposes of this paper, a services pricing scheme has cross subsidies if the price of the service for some consumers is above average and the price of the same service for other consumers is below average. *See Paulina Beato, Cross Subsidies in Public Services: Some Issues, Sustainable Development Department Technical Papers Series IFM-122*, Inter-American Development Bank, at http://www.iadb.org/sds/doc/IFM-122-CrossSubsidies-E.pdf. (Jan. 2000) (for a more detailed discussion of cross-subsidies in public services).

*See GATS, Art. VIII.* The GATS legal framework focuses mainly on anti-competitive aspects of cross-subsidies.

This practice is often referred to as “cream skimming” or “cherry picking”.

For example, in 1993, Ghana began implementing a World Bank-backed policy to segregate water markets in and around the capital city of Accra. The policy was implemented to encourage privatization of profitable parts of the water market. These policies require a community to contribute financially to the installation and repair and maintenance of water infrastructure. The poorest areas, where residents spend between 18-25% of their income on water, have not been able to meet the costs and, as a result of unsafe water, have experienced a dramatic increase in cases of guinea worm. Ghana now has the highest incidence of guinea worm in the world after Sudan, whose outbreaks are attributed to Sudan’s civil war. Source: Rudolf Amenga-Etego, *Water Privatization - Analysis, Public Agenda* (Accra, Ghana), (July 7, 2003).
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Specifically “Sanitation and Similar Services” (CPC 9403). For the purposes of this analysis, sanitation services provide a good close approximation of water services since both are subject to natural monopolies and both are considered essential to human health.
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